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7,1,21 Romans 2:1-16 The Emptiness of the Human Condition Apart from 
Christ 
   
We are moving into Romans Ch. 2 
 
But what I want to share to begin with will appear to have nothing to do 
with Romans 2.  But it does, which hopefully I’ll be able to show later. 
 
Romans 2 deals with the issue of justice - of being rewarded or punished 
based on works. 
 
For example, Rom. 2:9-11: 
 

“Tribulation and anguish, on every soul of man who does evil, of the 
Jew first and also of the Greek; but glory, honor, and peace to 
everyone who works what is good, to the Jew first and also to the 
Greek. For there is no partiality with God.” 

 
So, our tendency when we hear passages like this is to go into panic mode 
and start fighting sin and struggling to obey anything we even suspect might 
be God’s guidance of us. 
 
Who wants “tribulation and anguish”?   
 
But as we’re going to see, that’s not what Rom. 2 is all about.  It’s not that 
other passages don’t talk about reaping and sowing, it’s just that before we 
look at the point Paul is trying to make in this chapter, we need to be clear 
on a couple of foundational realities. 
 
First, there’s this ‘reality’ that I read recently in one of Spark’s articles.  He’s 
commenting on John 15:5, which says; “I am the vine; you are the branches. 
He who abides in Me, and I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can 
do nothing.”   Here’s what he wrote, 
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“I have not been the least of those who have striven, and agonized, 
and strained, and pressed and reached out for all that the Lord would 
have, all that is possible. It is possible to wear yourself right out, and 
kill yourself in a spiritual quest, and the Lord at last says to our hearts: 
‘If you only know Me, things will happen; it will all come to pass 
without any of your strain, struggle and agony. I am going to bear this 
fruit. I will bear it through you by way of union and fellowship. 
Remember that the holy, blessed secret of fellowship is just resting in 
Me, abiding in Me.’ 
 
If you saw all the branches of the vine every day groaning and 
agonizing, and writhing in order to bear their fruit, you would see 
something which is altogether unnatural. As a matter of fact, you will 
see nothing of the kind. You will see them abiding there and bearing 
fruit. It is what we often speak of as the rest of faith. What is behind 
the rest of faith? It is not bringing yourself to a passive state, when 
you inwardly sink down and say, "I am just going to (sit here)”. It is 
knowing Christ; for the way in which God has joined Himself to us is in 
Christ, not apart, and the way in which we have been joined to God is 
in Christ, not apart. The answer to every need is knowing Him in this 
way.” 

 
As we’re going to see in the next article I read from, fighting sin is not the 
solution to defeating sin.   And before we look at the methodology of God’s 
justice in this world, we need to have this clear in our minds. 
 
I’m going to read from an article called, “The Expulsive Power of a New 
Affection” by Thomas Chalmers, and even though the article covers a lot 
more than what I’ll share, one extremely important point Chalmers makes 
needs to be included in the context of our chapter in Romans. 
 

And FYI, ‘expulsive’ means to remove, expel or exclude something, 
which will make sense in a few minutes. 

 
This is old English – Chalmers passed away in 1847, so this was written at 
least 200 years ago.  Here’s what he wrote; 
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“. . . wrong habits cannot be displaced when we leave nothing but a 
negative and cheerless vacancy behind it.  Only, to the extent to 
which the power of some new affection has constrained.  The habit is 
willingly suspended, for example, when the ascendant power of a 
second affection enters.  What no entreaty, however forcible, of the 
folly and worthlessness of the habit could achieve, a new affection 
could effectuate. 
 
And it is the same in the great world at large. We shall never be able 
to arrest any of its leading pursuits, by a naked demonstration of their 
vanity. It is quite in vain to think of stopping one of these pursuits in 
any way else, but by stimulating to another.  
 
It is not enough, that we dissipate the charm, by a moral, and 
eloquent, and affecting exposure of its illusiveness. We must address 
to his mind another object, with a charm powerful enough to 
dispossess the first of its influences, and to engage him in some other 
direction which is as full of interest, and hope, and congenial activity, 
as the former.  It must be by substituting another desire, and another 
line or habit of exertion in its place - and the most effectual way of 
withdrawing the mind from one object, is not by turning it away upon 
desolate vacancy - but by presenting to its regards another object 
more alluring.  
 
Its adhesion to that on which it has fastened the preference of its 
regards, cannot willingly be overcome by the rending away of simple 
separation. It can be done only by the application of something else, 
to which it may feel the adhesion of a still stronger and more powerful 
preference. Such is the grasping tendency of the human heart, that it 
must have something to lay hold of - and which, if wrested away 
without the substitution of another something in its place, would 
leave a void and a vacancy as painful to the mind, as hunger is to the 
natural system.  
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Let there be a breathing and a sensitive heart, but without a liking and 
without affinity to any of the things that are around it; and, in a state 
of cheerless abandonment, it would be alive to nothing but the 
burden of its own consciousness, and feel it to be intolerable.  
 
It would make no difference to its owner, whether he dwelt in the 
midst of a cheerful and goodly world; or, placed far beyond the 
outskirts of creation, he dwells a solitary unit in dark and unpeopled 
nothingness. The heart must have something to cling to - and never, 
by its own voluntary consent, will it so denude itself of its 
attachments, until there be one remaining object of sufficient appeal 
that can draw or solicit it.   
 
The love of the world cannot be expunged by a mere demonstration 
of the world’s worthlessness, but it may be supplanted by the love of 
that which is more worthy than itself.   
 
Thus, may we come to perceive what it is that makes the most 
effective kind of preaching.  It is not enough to hold out to the world's 
eye the mirror of its own imperfections. It is not enough to come forth 
with a demonstration of the fleeting character of all its enjoyments. 
 
Let us not cease to ply the only instrument of powerful and positive 
operation, to do away love of the world. Let us try every legitimate 
method of finding access to hearts for the love of Him who is greater 
than the world. For this purpose, let us, if possible, clear away that 
shroud of unbelief which so hides and darkens the face of the Deity. 
Let us insist on His claims to affection - and whether in the shape of 
gratitude, or in the shape of esteem, let us never cease to affirm, that 
in the whole of that wondrous, Divine mission, the purpose of which is 
to reclaim a sinful world unto Himself - He, the God of love, so sets 
Himself forth in characters of endearment, that naught but faith, and 
naught but understanding, are lacking, to call forth the love of hearts 
back again. 
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When told to shut out the world from his heart, this may be 
impossible with him who has nothing to replace it – but not 
impossible with him, who has found in God a sure and a satisfying 
portion.   
 
We know of no other way by which to keep the love of the world out 
of our heart, than to keep in our hearts the love of God - and no other 
way by which to keep our hearts in the love of God, but by building 
ourselves up in our most holy faith.” 
 

So, to ‘expel’ or ‘exclude’ guilt, fear, doubt – in other words, the lies of the 
enemy, who the “accuser of the brethren” and constantly reminds us of our 
failures, as if those failures are somehow barriers between us and the Lord; 
we need to turn our attention away from ourselves (good or bad) and more 
deeply discover the Lord as our “new affection”. 
 
Everyone fails; some more than others.  And those God has used to 
accomplish His purposes are the ones who have the most significant and 
consistent history of failure. 
 
Abraham pimped out his wife; Peter denied the Lord publicly, violently, with 
swearing and cursing.   
 
The list is as long as the history of God’s servants. 
 
As paradoxical as it may seem, it’s our failures, not our successes, as human 
beings, that qualify us as candidates for spiritual advance. 
 

“You see your calling, brethren, that not many wise according to the 
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called. But God has 
chosen the foolish things of the world to put to shame the wise, and 
God has chosen the weak things of the world to put to shame the 
things which are mighty; and the base things of the world and the 
things which are despised God has chosen, and the things which are 
not, to bring to nothing the things that are, that no flesh should glory 
in His presence.” (1 Cor. 1:26-29) 
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Our failures are not the problem; failing is our nature.  The problem is 
thinking that those things disqualify us; that every mistake we’ve made is 
evidence of our inability to be and do what we should be and do. 
 
I’m not talking about ‘defection’ – turning away from the Lord, I’m talking 
about undesired failure.  We need to live in a state of repentance as related 
to our natural life; but repentance (the refusal to rationalize our failures) is a 
good thing – it means we agree with the Lord and desire to be honest and 
transparent with Him.  It means we’re walking in the light. 
 
Those who have failed enough in life, who are often overcome by emotion 
and guilt, hopefully come to realize that their inability to do anything of real 
spiritual value is true of all of us, no matter what our history is. 
 

“I am the vine; you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in 
him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing.” 

 
We can do absolutely nothing apart from Christ. And the only way we can 
discover this in a personal way, so that we stop expecting something from 
ourselves, and stop feeling guilty for what the flesh is doing - the only way to 
really know, that apart from Christ we have and are nothing (“God choses 
the things with are not . . .”), is to see the flesh in action. 
 
And then to stop expecting anything from the flesh but flesh. 
 
 Rom. 7:18: “In me, that is in my flesh, dwells no good thing . . . “ 
 
But that’s for another study. 
 
It’s amazing how we can be so familiar with passages like the one in 1 Cor. or 
John 15, or this last one is Rom. 7, and walk away full of self-expectation and 
shame over what the self-life produces. 
 
A “new affection”; a growing knowledge of Christ as He really is; accepting, 
forgiving, and transforming, is the way out. 
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The Bible tells us to do things like “deny ungodliness”, but the main 
emphasis of every challenge we receive in the scriptures, especially in the 
epistles, is on replacing lies with truth and a focus on self with a focus on 
Christ. 
 
So, when the scriptures tell us to turn our back on lies and sin, they also tell 
us that the ‘how’ of all this is to not spend time contemplating our failures, 
but to embrace the compassion of Christ. 
 
It the knowledge of Christ that is the “new affection”; the expulsive power 
that distances us from the lies that can overwhelm us. 
 
Ok, now into Romans. 
 
Romans 2 is a direct assault on the moral and religious depravity of 
humanity and is a call to turn away from what, in may ways, comes naturally 
to us.   
 
Our culture is empty, but it appears full of options.  
 
And as Chalmers says, to be told to turn our backs on all those options will 
not be effective unless a better option is convincingly presented. 
 
So, as we work through this chapter, remember that Paul will eventually 
make that option clear to us, but not before he tears down, in the first two 
chapters, all that we consider valuable – none of which has any value at all 
compared to what he calls in 2 Cor. 9:15, God’s “indescribable gift” -  which 
is Christ. 

 
Romans chapters 1 & 2 expose the depravity and emptiness of the human 
condition; the rest of Romans presents Christ as the first born of a new 
creation. 
 
So, the chapter we’re looking at today will show us how justice works, it 
does not address how grace works – grace is the theme of the rest of 
Romans.  
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One of the central themes of chapter 2 is simply this: 
 
 "Only those who are perfect are in a position to judge others for 
 their imperfections" 
 
Or, as Jesus put it, "let him who is without sin cast the first stone. . ." (Jn. 8:7) 
 
He’s not talking about challenging the lost or correcting the saints; that’s 
both needed and even commanded.   He talking about passing judgment; 
deciding what should happen to people based on our own self-righteous 
appraisal of what they deserve. 
 
Paul’s going to show that both religious and non-religious people are equally 
deserving of judgment, and are in no position to judge each other. 
 
All judgment is committed to Jesus Christ; we need to leave those decisions 
with Him.  As Newell wrote, 
 

“The personal character of God’s relations toward men, either in 
salvation or in condemnation, is rapidly being forgotten by this 
generation.”    

 
We have become so “now” centered, that we can’t even relate to the glory 
of eternal joy or the severity of hell. 
 
In this chapter Paul simply gathers up all the people of the world under the 
“Jew / Gentile” - "Religious/non-religious" labels and then demonstrates the 
reason that their judgment is fair. 
 
In verses 1-16 we see the pagan critic who judges others and considers 
himself ‘better’ than his neighbor. 
 
Then in 2:17-3:8 we see the religionist who sees himself as better than the 
lost because he has religion. 
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Both groups are self-deceived.  Notice, also, that both groups are involved in 
very sophisticated mental gymnastics to vindicate their superiority over 
everybody else. 
 
2:1 They are good at discerning the faults of others, but incapable of self-

application 
   

“You, therefore, have no excuse; you who pass judgment on 
someone else, for at whatever point you judge another, you are 
condemning yourself, because you who pass judgment do the 
same things.” 
 

2:3 They are persuaded that their own personal goodness will help them 
escape judgment 

 
“And do you think this, O man, you who judge those practicing 
such things, and doing the same, that you will escape the 
judgment of God?” 
 

2:15 Their minds are constantly in action: accusing, excusing, rationalizing, 
and adjusting, to maintain the “I’m Ok, you’re not Ok” mentality 

 
“. . . who show the work of the law written in their hearts, their 
conscience also bearing witness, and between themselves their 
thoughts accusing or else excusing them 

 
One of the things that is always a concern and, in a sense, a balancing act for 
Christians, is knowing the difference between “discerning” and “judging”: for 
example, 
 

Dokimazo means:  to test, to examine, to discover (1 Cor. 
11:28) “But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of the 
bread and drink of the cup (in a worthy manner.” 
 
Anakrino – is to scrutinize, to thoroughly investigate (Luke 
23:14 / “I have examined Him and found no fault . . . “ 
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Diakrino - found in (1 Cor. 6:5) means to make a distinction, to 
weigh all issues thoroughly; “I say this to your shame. Is it so, 
that there is not a wise man among you, not even one, who will 
be able to judge between his brethren?” 

 
To “discern” is to thoroughly investigate and to objectively consider all sides 
and issues of an idea or a person before reaching a conclusion. 
 
There’s nothing wrong with that – we are told in the Bible to be ‘discerning’ 
people. 
 
So, what's "judging"? 

 
Krino, the word normally translated "judge" means; to sentence, to 
pass judgement on, to mentally condemn, to determine. 

 
Discerning is simply discovering the reality behind the façade; judging is 
assuming God's role of passing sentence on what has been discerned. 
 
In vs. 2, Paul says that he is sure that the "judgement of God is according to 
Truth."  Another way to say this is, “. . . according to reality.” 
 
For many Christians, this is almost a step of faith.   
 
Paul is presenting excellent arguments for the fairness of God's judgments, 
but for all of us, being intellectually convinced is only half the battle. 
 
We are going to have to choose to trust, or not trust, the integrity and 
Person of the Lord to do what’s right with what we’ve seen. 
 

(Rom. 12:19) “Dear friends, never take revenge. Leave that to the 
righteous anger of God. For the Scriptures say, “I will take revenge; I 
will pay them back,” says the LORD.” 
 

So, as Paul says in 2 Tim. 1:12, 
 
 ". . .I know whom I have believed . . ." 
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Paul not only knew what he believed; he also knew who he believed. 
And because of this he could also write in Rom. 2:4, 
 
 ". . . don't you realize that it's the goodness of God that is 
 leading you to repentance. . .?" 
 
What's amazing about this is that the ‘vs. 3 crowd’ (the critical, judgmental, 
religionists) are the one's who are the least likely to see, in a personal way, 
that God's goodness is their only hope of salvation - they're too busy trying 
to establish their own righteousness to submit to the gift of righteousness 
from God. 
 
Some people appear to believe that if they are able to figure out where 
everyone else is wrong, they will somehow escape God's evaluation of them.    
 
That won't work (vs. 5) 
 

“But because of your stubbornness and your unrepentant heart, you 
are storing up wrath against yourself for the day of God’s wrath, when 
his righteous judgment will be revealed.” 

 
God can’t be manipulated or tricked into believing that we are better than 
we really are.  He knows the truth, He sees the reality, and He judges 
according to what is really there at the core or root of the action. 
 
This is a true story:  A man and his two kids were on a plane and the kids 
were out of control – annoying everyone around them.  The father was just 
looking out the window, seemingly oblivious to what his kids were doing.  
Eventually enough complaints reached the stewardess that she asked the 
man if he would do something about his children.  He told her he was sorry, 
his wife (their mother) passed away a few days ago and I don’t think any of 
us know what to do. 
 
Only God see the whole picture behind anyone’s actions. 
 
Now, vs’s 7-11; 
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“To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and 
immortality, he will give eternal life. But for those who are self-seeking 
and who reject the truth and follow evil, there will be wrath and 
anger. There will be trouble and distress for every human being who 
does evil: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile; but glory, honor and 
peace for everyone who does good: first for the Jew, then for the 
Gentile. For God does not show favoritism.” 

 
Here’s Paul’s point in this section – as Alford states it, 

 
“The Apostle is here speaking of the general system of God in 
governing the world – judging according to each man’s works – 
punishing evil, rewarding righteousness.  No question at this time in 
Romans regarding how true righteousness in God’s sight is to be 
obtained (that comes later and is shown by faith alone).  The neglect 
to observe this fact has occasioned two mistakes:  1:  An idea that by 
this passage it is proved that works are to be attached to faith for 
acceptance with God (as in nearly all religions of the world) or 2: in 
some way true faith must be defined as including works (as in 
Calvinism and especially in Lordship proponents like John MacArthur).  
This is certainly not meant here, but merely the fact that everywhere, 
and in all, God punishes evil and rewards good.” 
 

It’s similar to the way Jesus approached the Rich Young Rule who asked 
“what must I do to inherit eternal life?”  What must I do?  If it’s going to be 
something you do, then “keep the commandments”.  That will get you to 
heaven. 
 
Jesus’ hope was that he would realize he couldn’t ‘keep the 
commandments’ and that he would ask for forgiveness and grace – but 
instead he walked away. 
 
There were many then, and there are many now, who sincerely believe that 
they are among the "well-doing" crowd who are going to gain honor and 
glory by their wonderful lives.  This is a total deception.  As Isaiah says, 
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"All our works of righteousness are as filthy rags unto the Lord" (Isa. 
64:6). 

 
Not "some of our works", not "most of our works”, all of our works of 
righteousness are worthless as regards salvation before a just God.    
 
So, Paul has some bad news for the religious crowd - there is nothing you 
can do that will impress God.  Only Christ impresses God. 
 
It's not the fruits of our righteousness that God wants to see; it’s the life of 
His Son, it’s His righteousness in us, that God wants to see coming through 
us. 
 
Like Sparks once wrote (I’m paraphrasing); “Nothing done for God will last, 
only that which is done by God.” 
 
Again, this is the great danger of religion. The religious man attempts to do 
and be what only God can do and be.   
 
The man of faith and dependence realizes that he can contribute nothing to 
what God can accomplish and instead of trying to help God, or to achieve 
some degree of self-generated righteousness, he humbly submits to God's 
work for him, and within him  
 

- and finds that the righteousness he sought to attain by his effort 
(and failing to produce), is being worked into him by the indwelling 
Spirit as he trusts in Christ as His life.    

 
Years ago, I came across a passage in Job 9:33, which in the King James, uses 
the title “daysman” to identify a Person Job longed for as someone who 
could bring him and God together. 
 
A “daysman” is a person who is able to lay one hand on man’s shoulder and 
the other hand on God’s shoulder.  He is able by nature to identify with both 
God and Man. 
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He would have to be deity, but He would also have to be fully human.  And 
His role would be to ‘mediate’ – to bring both parties together in 
reconciliation and fellowship. 
 
Only Jesus could do this – and He has done it. 
 
When we are joined to Christ, we are brought into the closest relationship 
possible with the triune God. 
 
On the practical side of all this, remember what I shared a few weeks ago 
from Andrew Murray, 
 

“Faith leads the seeking soul to depend on God alone.  Faith believes 
God’s Word, clings to Him, and waits in trust that His power will work 
within us everything that He has promised.” 
 

Never forget one of the most vital and repeated statements in all of God's 
Word, 
 

"The justified ones shall live by faith" (Hab. 2:4, Rom. 1:17, Gal. 3:11, 
and Heb. 10:38) 

 
So, Paul's conclusion of this argument is in vs. 11, 
 
 "There is no respect of persons with God. . ." 
 
Neither the religious man nor the non-religious man has any advantage with 
God.  The best that either can do will always fall short.   
 
The only "well-doing" or righteousness that gains eternal life is that which 
comes from God Himself, which will be Paul’s emphasis in the next chapters 
in Romans. 
 
Christ is our righteousness; for us to live is Christ - we will never get beyond 
that Truth.   
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Either He is our life, in every sense of the word, in every application life has, 
or we don't understand yet what Christianity is. 
 
I'll close with a comment by J.B. Stoney that helps clarify the implications of 
Christ as our life. 
 

"Spiritual progress is only advancing in the knowledge, the spiritual 
knowledge, of what we really possess at the outset.  It is like 
ascending a ladder.  The ladder is Grace.  The first step is: we believe 
that the Lord Jesus was sent from God; second, that in the fullness of 
His work we are  accepted, justified; third we make his acquaintance; 
forth, we come to see  Him in heaven, we begin to know experientially 
our association with Him there and His power here; fifth, we learn the 
mystery, the great things we have because of being a part of His very 
body; sixth, we discover we are seated in the heavenlies in Christ and 
we know the meaning of that exalted position; seventh, we are lost in 
wonder and in praise in the knowledge of Himself." 
 

As Thieme used to put it – through steady, faithful study of God’s Word, 
over time, we come to the place where we are occupied with Christ.  He 
means more to us that anything else, including ourselves.   
 

(Matt. 10:39) “He that loses his life, finds it.” 
 
Christ becomes the Alpha and Omega; the beginning and the end of all we 
have and all we will become. 
  

(Heb. 12:2) “Looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our faith.”  


